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THE PAGAN ORIGINS OF CHRISTMAS:
In the modern age, the majority of the 
population views Christmas as a Christian 
holiday in origin. 
However, even if not everyone knows it, a 
lot of popular traditions that are typically 
associated with the holiday are not 
Christian but have indeed a pagan origin. 
To make an example, many of the things 
we do on Christmas were previously 
celebrated by the pagan populace during 
the winter solstice in occasion of 
Saturnalia. 
Saturnalia was an ancient Roman festival 
celebrated in honor of Saturn between the 
17th and 23rd of December. 
During this week of celebrations, Romans 
honored Saturn by holding a sacrifice and 
a public banquet. 
The event was then followed by frequent 
parties and gift-giving (things that we now 
are used to do every year on the 25th of 
December). 
Another pagan festivity that had customs 
absorbed into the Christmas we all know is 
the festival of Yule. 
Yule was celebrated by the Germanic 
population, its existence dating back to the 
year 1000 C.E., between mid-December 
and early January. 
Many of its pagan traditions such as the 
Yule log and Koliada, a cycle of Ukrainian 
winter rituals, now correspond to the usual 
Christmas caroling on Christmas Eve. 
Finally, there is one last festival that is 
worth mentioning for its impact on 
Christmas, and that is “Dies Natalis Solis 
Invicti” (the birthday of the unconquered 
sun). 

By Arianna G.P. Del Papa

This Roman festivity was held in honor of 
the sun god on the 25th of December. 
A big feast was held to honor the day of 
birth of Sol (doesn’t it remind you of 
something?). 
What can we say? Through the ages 
people always held similar beliefs, thus 
leading to the merging of their traditions. 
After all, who would ever want to abolish 
the merriment you get from gift-giving or 
caroling?

December 23rd: The Christmas Chronicles 
December 24th: A Christmas Carol 
December 25th: The Grinch  
December 26th: A Castle for Christmas 
December 27th: Too Close for Christmas  
December 28th: Jingle Jangle: A 
Christmas Journey 
December 29th: A California Christmas: 
City Lights 
December 30th: Just Another Christmas 
December 31st: Strange Days
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A MOVIE FOR EACH DAY UNTIL 
THE END OF THE YEAR:

By Silvia Piancazzo e Carlotta Bottegal 
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THE CHRISTMAS TRUCE: 
It’s 1914. The Great War is devastating 
Europe: people from all sides are 
exhausted, anxious, depressed. It's getting 
colder, it's December. Finally the 25th 
arrived: nobody wants to fight on a 
Christmas morning, so, all around the 
Western Front, soldiers simply stop 
shooting and throwing grenades at each 
other, with some even exiting the trenches 
and chatting with the enemy. This was 
called the Christmas Truce!

In fact, during the Christmas of 1914, a 
numerous amount of soldiers all around 
the front declared an unofficial temporary 
truce to celebrate Christmas day. Not only 
there was no fighting during that day, but 
soldiers from different sides would start 
socialising with each other, playing 
football and even singing together 
Christmas songs! How magical is 
Christmas? It is such a powerful tradition 
which can even interrupt World Wars!

By Andrea Colacicchi

Overview:

Prep: 35 mins


Cook: 12-15 mins

Additional: 5 mins


Total: 55 mins

Servings: 8


Ingredients:

1 package fresh puff pastry


50g of chocolate-hazelnut spread (i.e 
nutella)


1 egg, lightly beaten


Instructions:

Firstly preheat the oven to 190 °C, and line 
a baking sheet with parchment paper. Next 

roll out one puff pastry sheet into a large 
rectangle on a lightly floured surface and 
place it on the prepared baking sheet. Be 

sure to lightly mould the puff pastry into the 
shape of a Christmas tree (triangle) with a 

wide base. Spread chocolate-hazelnut 
cream over the triangle in a thin layer with 

the back of a spoon. Next roll out the 
second sheet of puff pastry into a large 
rectangle and place it on top of the first 

one. Carefully trace the shape of the 
chocolate covered triangle underneath and 

cut out the Christmas

CHRISTMAS TREE WITH PUFF PASTRY AND NUTELLA: 
 tree shape and the trunk. Pull away excess 
pastry. Then make 2 superficial lines down 

the middle of the triangle to form a tree 
trunk that is narrower at the top and gets 

wider towards the base. Using the trunk as 
a guide, cut branches into the sides of the 
triangle. Twist the branches away from you, 

trying to get in 2 turns on the lower 
branches. Continue moving up the tree, 
twisting away from you as you go. Cut a 

small star out of the excess pastry; place it 
on top of the tree. Brush the star and tree 
with beaten egg. Bake it in the preheated 
oven until it turns puffy and golden brown, 

about 12 to 15 minutes. Cool slightly, about 
5 minutes. Slide onto a serving plate, using 

a piece of parchment paper if needed.


By Silvia Piancazzo e Carlotta Bottegal 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT ONE: 

By Simone Salvatore

By Alessandra Falasca
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